SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR A WEAK RELATIVE
MINIMUM IN THE PROBLEM OF BOLZA
BY

E. J. McSHANE
1. Introduction.
The past decade has brought forth great advances in the
theory of the Bolza problem in the calculus of variations and in the theory of
the problems (Lagrange, Mayer, and so on) subsumed under it. Ten years
ago the necessary conditions of Weierstrass,
Clebsch and Jacobi (or Mayer)
were established
only for minimizing curves normal on every subarc, while
the sufficiency theorems needed even more drastic normality
assumptions.
Now the sufficiency theorems are established
under the assumption
that Lagrange multipliers
X0= 0, Xi(x), • • • , Xm(x) exist with which the curve £12
satisfies the Euler equation, the transversality
condition, and the strengthened Weierstrass,
Clebsch and Jacobi conditions. The Euler equation, transversality condition, Weierstrass
condition and Clebsch condition are proved
necessary with no normality assumptions.
Yet normality requirements
have
not been entirely dispensed with. I have shown(') that for minimizing curves
with order of abnormality
0 or 1 there are multipliers
with which all the
standard necessary conditions are satisfied. But an example shows that minimizing curves exist, having order of abnormality
2, which do not satisfy all
the standard necessary conditions with any multipliers. Thus if the gap is to
be closed and the necessary and sufficient conditions brought together for
abnormal problems, our only hope is to strengthen the very strong sufficiency
theorems of Hestenes,
Morse, and Reid.
In a paper to be published in the American Mathematical
Monthly, I have
considered the problem of minimizing
a function /°(x) =f(x\
■ ■ ■ , xn) subject to conditions

(1.1)

/»(*)-0

(0=1,

■••,«).

Subject to fairly obvious conditions of definition and differentiability,
I have
shown that the following condition is necessary in order that /° have a minimum subject to (1.1) at a point x0 satisfying
(1.1).
(N)

To each set (u1, ■ ■ ■ ,#*) satisfying

(1.2)
Presented

the conditions(2)

fA*o)u =0
to the Society,

(0=1, ■•■,»)

May 2, 1941; received by the editors April 4, 1941, and, in revised

form, October 11, 1941.
(') On the second variation in certain abnormal problems of the calculus of variations,

Journal of Mathematics, vol. 63 (1941), pp. 516-530.
(2) We use the summation

convention,

summing
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on all repeated

indices.
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there correspond

multipliers

In 20, ii, • • • , lm not all zero such that

(1.3)

LfUxo)=0

and

(1.4)

H/^^'SO.

Correspondingly,
we show that the following condition is sufficient for
/°(x) to have a proper minimum subject to (1.1) at a point x0 satisfying (1.1).

(S) To each set of numbers (u1, ■ ■ • , w") wo/ a// zero satisfying (1.2) ZAere
corresponds a set of multipliers l0 2 0, h, ■ ■ ■ , /m swcA thaU{\.i) holds and the left
member of (1.4) is positive.
Here we have no normality assumptions
whatever, and still the gap between conditions (N) and (S) is no greater than that between the necessary
condition and the sufficient conditions for a minimum of a function f(x) of a
single real variable, without side conditions. The distinctive feature of conditions (N) and (S) is the dependence
of the multipliers
lo, ■ • • , lm on the solutions ul, ■ ■ • , un of equations
(1.2).
Let us now consider the Bolza problem of minimizing a functional
/>

xi

f{x, y, y')dx

xi

in the class of functions

(1.6)
satisfying

yi = y{(x)
certain

(1.7)

differential

(* — 1, • • • , »; *i £ * S *t)

equations

4>"(x, y, y') = 0

(a = 1, • • • , m < n; %\ g x g x2)

and certain end conditions

(1.8)

r(xi,

y(Xl), x,, y(x2)) = 0

(a = 1, • • • , p ^ In +-2).

Under the usual hypotheses on the functions, we are led by the theorems
the preceding paragraph to the following conjectures.

Conjecture

of

(N). If a curve

(1.9)

En:

yi = y<(x),

X! ^ x g Xi,

minimizes the functional
(1.5) in the class of curves satisfying (1.7) and (1.8)
then for each set of functions nl{x) and numbers £i, £2 which satisfy the equations
of variation of (1.7) and (1.8) there are multipliers X° = 0, \"{x) not all zero such

that for the function

(1.10)

F(x, y, /, X) ■ \°f(x, y, y') + X"(x)*«(x, y, y')
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the Euler equations, transversality condition, Weierstrass condition and Clebsch
condition are satisfied, and the second variation formed in the usual way from F
and T)and the end functions is non-negative.

Conjecture
(S). In order that a smooth curve (1.9) shall give a strong proper
relative minimum to the functional (1.5) in the class of curves satisfying (1.7) and
(1.8), it is sufficient that the following condition be satisfied. To each nonidentically zero set [^'(x), £i, £>] satisfying the equations of variation of (1.7) and (1.8)
there shall correspond multipliers X° = 0, X"(x) with which the Euler equation,
transversality
condition and strengthened
Weierstrass and Clebsch conditions
hold, and the second variation is positive.
These conjectures are now being investigated,
the first by Miss Mary Jane
Cöx and the second by Mr. Franklin G. Myers(3). The purpose of the present
paper is to establish the analogue of Conjecture
(S) for weak relative minima.
The proof is made by expansion methods, not as a matter of choice but rather
as a matter of necessity. The field theory hardly seems applicable. We cannot
even find a conjugate set of accessory extremals; worse, we cannot even set
up an accessory problem, because of the dependence of the multipliers on the

n{(x).
We shall obtain a sufficiency theorem for the parametric
form of the problem, and from this we shall deduce a theorem for the non-parametric
problem.
2. Statement of the problem. We shall study the Bolza problem in parametric form. On an open set Ri of points (y, r) = (y°, • • • , yn, r", ■ ■ ■ , rn) in
(2«4-2)-dimensional
space we are given functions

• f(y, y'),

4t\y, y')

(ß = i, ■■■,m < n)

of class C2. We assume that if (y, r) is in Ri so is (y, kr) for all k >0, and that /
and the dfl are positively homogeneous of degree 1 in r. Also, we are given
functions

6{a),

T"{a)

(» = 0, 1, • • ■ , n; s = 1, 2)

defined and of class C2 on an open set R2 in an r-dimensional
(«\

space of points

' • • , «r)-

If C is a rectifiable

(2.1)

curve, having

a representation

C: y< = y<(t) (h ^ t^ h; i = 0, 1, ■• • , n)

with absolutely continuous functions yl(t), and a is a point in R2, we say that
the set (C, a) is admissible, or that C is admissible with parameters
a, if for
almost all / the point (y, y) lies in Ri and satisfies the equations
(3) Added in proof, June 1942: Miss Cox has established Conjecture N; Dr. Myers has
shown that the hypotheses of Conjecture S yield a semi-strong minimum, and for certain
integrands guarantee a strong minimum.
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(2.2)

*»(y(0,yW) = o

347

(0=1, ••■,«),

and the end conditions

(2.3)

y'(0 = r«(«)

(i = 0, 1, ••• ,n;s=

1, 2)

are satisfied.
The problem

(2-4)

of Bolza is the problem

of minimizing

the functional

J(C, a) = 8(a) + f "/(?(*), y'{t))dt
. J h

on the class of all admissible sets (C, a).
Following Caratheodory,
we shall denote by y(t) the vector (y°'(/)> * * i
yn'(t)) if this vector is defined and finite, and the vector (0, • • • , 0) otherwise. We shall denote the length of a vector by enclosing the vector between
vertical bars; thus
1/2

fx- y*I = I Z)(/1- y*)I >
l«| = |E(«*)2}

•

The concept of weak relative minimum has been given several equivalent
formulations.
For simplicity of notation, let us suppose that Co is a curve of
class C1, represented
by equations

(2.5)

y = yl(t)

(h = t ^ h)

in which the functions y'(t) are of class C1 and |y'| 7^0. A curve C is in the
first order e-neighborhood of C0 if it has a Lipschitzian
representation
(2.1)

such that

(2.6)

|y(0-yoWl<«

(h = / = h)

and

(2.7)

l.u.b. I (y(t) - yoW\/\

yo'(0| < *

This neighborhood
is easily seen to be independent
of the particular
sentation of Co.
We say that the functional J(C, a) has a weak relative minimum
admissible set (Co, a0) if there is a positive number e such that

repre-

at the

J(C, a) 2 /(Co, «0)
for all admissible

sets (C, a) having

C in the first order e-neighborhood

of C0
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and I a—a0| <e. The minimum is proper if equality is excluded from (2.7) except when (C, a) = (Co, «o)- In this paper we shall set forth conditions which
ensure that a set (Co, ao) gives a proper weak relative minimum to J{C, a).
3. Statement of the theorem. We use a slight modification of the summation convention.
The repetition of an index in a term connotes the summation
of the values of that term over all values of the repeated index, except that
the indices q and s are exempted; we never sum over values of q or of s. As
usual, for each set of numbers X°, • • • , Xmwe define

(3.1)

F(y, r, X) ■ X»/(y, r) + \W(y, r).

Henceforth we suppose that (Co, a0) is an admissible set, the curve C0 being
represented by (2.5) with functions yl(t) of class C1 which have |y0' | >0. The
curve Co satisfies the Ruler equations with multipliers
X°, X](/), • • • , Xm(0 if

(3.2)

i.Fri(yoWi

y> (,), x) = Fyi(yo(t), yi (t), X)

at

(i = 0, 1, ■■■,n;h

The set (Co, aB) satisfies

the

transversality

condition

^ t ^ h).

with

multipliers

X»,Xl(<),• • • , X-0) if
\\(a)

+Frt(y0(h),

y„'(/2), \(h))Th\ao)

(3.3)

- Frl(yo(h), yi (h), \(h))T?(a0)

= 0

(h = 1, ■• • , f),
the subscript h denoting partial differentiation
with respect to ah.
For the curve Co it is well known that the quadratic form

(3.4)

Frirj(yo(t), yo'W, X)oV

vanishes whenever the vector v is linearly
ever there is a number k such that

dependent

v = kyl'(t)

on y0' (t); that is, when-

(i = 0, 1, • • • , n).

The curve C0 is said to satisfy the strengthened Clebsch condition if for each /
in the interval (3.4) and every vector v linearly independent
of yv(t) and satisfying the equations

(3.5)

<t>ri(yo(t),yi(t))v

=0

(ß=

1, - ■ ■ ,m)

the quadratic form (3.4) is positive.
Our definition of admissible variations
is somewhat more inclusive than
the usual definition.
We define an admissible variation set to be a set

lv(t), u]=[v°(t),

■ • • , v*(t), »*,•••,

uh] in which the functions

ri'(t) are ab-
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solutely continuous, have derivatives
integrable together with their squares,
and satisfy the equations of variations
of (2.2), that is, the equations

(3.6)

*'(/, Tj,i) - <t>Uyo(t),
yS(t))v\t) + 4>Uyo(t),yi (t))v\t) = 0
03= 1, ■ ■,m;h = * S h),

for amost all values of t in the interval \t\, h\, and the numbers
equations of variation of (2.3), which are

(3.7)

v\t.) - fh\a0)u

= 0

uh satisfy

the

(5 = 1, 2; i = 0, 1, • • • , n).

If [n, u] is an admissible variation set, and X°, • • • , Xm(f) are multipliers,
define the second variation due to [rj, u] by the equation

we

2a(t, v, i)dt,
where

(3.9)

bhk = dhk(ao) +Fri(y0(h),

yö(h),

it

Mh))Thk(a0)

- Frt(yo(h), yS(h), \(h))fh\(a0)

and
(3. 10)

2w(t, V, p) = FyiyWW + 2FyiTfllipi + Frlrip'p',

the arguments
of the functions in the right member being (yoW, yo (t), \(t)).
An admissible variation set [77,u] will be called essentially null if

(3.11)

«* = 0

and there is a function

(3.12)

(Ä = 1, • • • , 0

pit) such that

v\t)=p(t)yo\t)

(h = * « hi i - 0, J, • • • , «).

For such sets the second variation is known to have the value 0.
We can now state our principal theorem.

Theorem

I. Let the following hypotheses be satisfied.

(1) The set [Co, «o] is admissible and the curve Co is a simple arc of class(*)
C2, represented by equation (2.5) with functions y0(/) of class C2.
(2) For all t in the interval [h, t2] the matrix

has rank m.

UUyoit),yS(t))\\

(3) To each admissible variation set [tj, u] which is not essentially null there
corresponds a set of continuous multipliers X°2 0, X!00, • • • , \m(t) with which
(4) If we assume C to be of class C1, in the presence of hypothesis
Hilbert differentiability
theorem that it must be of class C2.

(3) we can show by the
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the Euler equations, transversality condition and strengthened
are satisfied, and with which the inequality

(3.13)

Clebsch condition

/»(u, «, X) > 0

holds.
Then (C0, cxq) gives J(C, a) a proper weak relative minimum

on the class of

admissible sets (C,a).
4. A change of parameter. There is no loss of generality in assuming that
(2.3) is the representation
of Co in terms of arc length, so that h = 0 and t2 is

the length of C0 and

(4.1)

I 001= 1

Our proof will be
at a contradiction.
If the theorem
(g = l, 2, 3, ■ • • )
from (Co, «o). The

indirect;

we assume

ft

the theorem

false, and arrive

(in -§9)

is false, there exists a sequence of admissible sets [Cq, aq]
with the following properties.
Each set (C4, aq) is distinct
curves Cq have Lipschitzian
representations

(4.2)

Cq: y=yq(l)

ft = < = h)

such that

(4.3)
uniformly

Km yq(t) = yo{i)
in [h, t2] and

(4.4)

lim(^(0 - yt(t)y =0

uniformly in [h, h]. The aq satisfy
(4.5)

lim aq = aa

(h = 1, • • • , r).

Q—>OO

And finally
(4.6)

J{Cq, aq) S /(Co, cto)

(9=1,

2, •••)•

For convenience in our proofs it is highly desirable to choose a particular
type of representation
of the curves Cq. Specifically, we shall prove the following statement.

(4.7) There is no loss of generality in assuming
satisfy the equations

(4.8)

that the representations

[yq(t)- yl(t)]yo(t) = Aqt+ Bq,

where Aq and Bq are constants.

(4.2)
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The range of definition of the functions y0(t) may easily be extended to
an interval t%—e<t<t2-\-€
in such a way that they remain of class C2 and the
curve y' = y0(t) remains a simple arc. Consider the equations

(4.9)

[y - yi(t)]yo(t) - At - B = 0.

The equations

have the initial solutions

(4.10)

y = y'0(t); h 3 * = ti\

A = B = 0.

On a neighborhood
of the set (4.10) the left member of (4.9) is of class C;
on the set (4.10) the partial derivative
of the left member with respect to t
has the value 1. Hence by a known theorem on implicit functions the equation (4.9) has a solution

(4.11)

t = t(y,A,B)

defined and of class C1 for all (y, A, B) in a set

(4.12)

\A\<8,

\B\<8,

|y-yo(0|<«

(*i = * =/2; 5 > 0)

and assuming values in the interval (h —e, ^-f-e).
The constants Aq, Bq of (4.8) are determined by giving t the values h, t2.
By (4.1) and (4.3) the left member of (4.8) approaches zero uniformly, hence
Aq and Bq both tend to zero as 3—>00. We may therefore assume

(4.13)

\Aq \ <8,

I Bq\ < 8

for all q. For all but a finite number of values of q, which we discard, each
point yq{r) (h^T^t2)
lies within a distance 8 of some point of C. Hence the

functions

(4.14)

t,{r) m t(yq(r), Aq, Bq)

(/, ^ r = k)

are defined and satisfy the equation

(4.15)

[yl(r) - yl (tq(r))]yo'(tq(r)) = Aqtq(r)+ Bq.

The functions lq(r) are clearly Lipschitzian.
The constants
so chosen that equation (4.8) is satisfied at t\ and h, whence

(4.16)

tq(h) = h,

By (4.3), yq(r) tends to yo(r) uniformly

Aq and Bq were

tq{h)=h.
in the interval

\h, h), so by the defini-

tion (4.14) we have
(4.17)

lim tq{r) = t(yn(r), 0, 0) = r
Q—»OO

uniformly

for h^r^fa.

Since

I yM - yB(tq(r))I g I yq(r) - y„(r) | + | y0(T)- y.(/,(r)) |,
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relations (4.3) and (4.17) imply

(4.18)

lim I yq(r) - y0(tq(r)) | = 0

uniformly on h^rSkLet Mq be the set of values of t in h^r^k
for which yq (t) is defined; this
set constitutes almost all of the interval hSr^k.
On this set the function tq(r)
also has a derivative, as we see from (4.14). For all r in Mq the inequality

(4.19)

I y,' (r) - yi (tq(r)) \ £ | y4' (r) - y„' (r) j + | y„' (r) - y0' (tq(r)) \

holds. So if y is an arbitrary

(4.20)

positive

number,

for all large q the inequality

I yi (r) - yi (/9(t))I < y

holds on Mq, as follows from (4.19), (4.4), (4.17) and the continuity
By differentiating

both members

of yd.

of (4.15) we find that on Mq the equation

(4.21) [Aq+ 1 - {yl(r)- yt{t,(r))}ye'U(r))ft (r) = y.WUto)
holds. Let tj be an arbitrary positive number less than 1. Since 4S tends to
zero and (4.18) holds, the quantity in square brackets in (4.21) lies between
(l+7j/2w)_1/2 and (l+r;/2«)1/2 for all sufficiently large q. Since |yo' | =1, by
(4.20) with proper choice of(6) y the right member of (4.21) lies between the
same bounds for all large q. Hence for all sufficiently large q we have

(4-22)

fi
+ fV
<*«'(*)
< 1+T-\
2«/
In

In particular,
if we choose n = 1 we find that for all but a finite number
of values of q (which we discard from further consideration)
the value of tq (t)
exceeds 2/3 on Mq, which is almost all of h^-r^kHence tq(r) has a Lipschitzian inverse; we denote it by rq{t). By (4.16) we see that

t<i{h) = k,

Tq(k) = k.

If Nq is the image of Mq under the mapping t = tq{r), then Nq constitutes
almost all of k^t^k.
On it the derivative of rq{t) exists and is the reciprocal

of the derivative

(4.23)

of tq(r), so by (4.22)

(i+JL\l<ri(t)<l+

—

\

2n

Inf

for all / in Nq, q sufficiently large.
We now show that the equations

_

y = yl(rQ(t))

(') The choice 7 = 1-(l+ti/2»)-1«

will serve.

(fa& f 5 h)
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form the desired representation
of Cq. By (4.15) the equation (4.8) is satisfied.
By (4.18), the new functions satisfy the convergence condition (4.3). Let n be
an arbitrary number between 0 and 1. In (4.20) we choose 7 = j?/4w. For all
large q inequalities (4.20) and (4.23) hold on Ng; and / being arc length on y0,
we have

4- [y.(*-.(0)
- yo(0]I = I y,'(r,(0)r,'(/)
- yi(t)\
dt

= |y9'(r,W)-yo'W|T4'W
< 7

\

In)

+ |r9'W-

1

In

V
< —
n

By integrating

we see that each component

yi(r.W) - yi(0
satisfies a Lipschitz condition of constant n/n, so the derivative
value at most n/n where it is defined. Thus

(4.24)

has absolute

I {y,(T,(0)- y.(0}- I = v

whenever all the derivatives are defined. Elsewhere inequality
(4.24) is trivial,
the left member being zero. That is, the left member of (4.24) tends uniformly
to zero as q—>°o, completing the proof.

5. A convergence
kq by the equation

(5.1)

lemma.

2

For each q we define a non-negative

12

2

Ct%\

kq = I aq - a01 + (max | yq{t)- y0(t) | ) + I

number
12

| yt(t) - yd (t) | dt.

J h

These numbers are actually positive;
with (Co, a0), contrary to hypothesis.

(5.2)

otherwise
(C„ aq) would
Next we define

be identical

uq = (a* - a0)/kq (h = 1, • • • , r; q = 1, 2, • ■ ■),

(5.3)

vl(t)= iyJLt)- y\{t))/kq
(t - 0,1, • • • , »; q = 1, 2, • • • xti 3 t £h).

From the preceding

(5.4)

equations

we have at once for each q the equation

I uqY+ (max| „,(/)| y + f *\ r,q(t)\*dt=1,

so that each summand

on the left is at most 1. By the Bolzano-Weierstrass
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theorem we can select a subsequence of the uq which converges to a limit Un.
There is no loss of generality in supposing that {uq} is already such a sequence, so that

(5.5)

lim u\ = Mo
q—>«

(Ä == 1, • • • , r).

Let (cxi, ßi), • ■ ■ , (on, ßi) be a set of nonoverlapping
subintervals
of [h, h],
and let E be the set consisting of the sum of these intervals. Then by the in-

equality of Schwarz

'

,

' j f*f. : I

22 \ Vtißi)- Vi(oc,)
I = 22 I yqdt\
f-l

1 I JMj

(5.6)

I

= / !*.!*-[/

1^l2^][
r

'

/'

n1/2

^ i-M]i'i= ^E(/Si-«i)J•
In particular,
letting 1= 1 we see that the r)q are equi-continuous.
Since
they have the uniform bound 1 by (5.4), we know by Ascoli's theorem that
the sequence {rjq} contains a subsequence
converging
uniformly to a limit
function rjo(t). We may suppose that {r]q} is already such a subsequence,
so

that
(5.7)

lim yq(t) = 77*„(0

(i = 0, 1, • • • , n)

g—*<x>

uniformly on the interval [tu h\If we let q tend to °o in (5.6) we obtain
i

r

E I Uo(0,-)
~ Vo(a,)I 3
j-1

(

L ;=1

so that the functions
that their derivatives

-11/2

E (ß; " «*)

rf0(t) are absolutely continuous.
have integrable squares.

.

J

We wish now to show

Lemma 1(6). Under the hypotheses on the vq, the squares of the derivatives of
the 7?o(/)are summable, and
/i

(2

I ijo|2^ = lim inf J/» (2 | vq\2dtg 1.

(s) This is in fact a corollary of almost any theorem on semi-continuity
of integrals in nonparametric form. Lemma 3 is also a consequence of known theorems. But it seems preferable to
give the fairly simple proofs of these lemmas rather than refer the reader to some exposition
containing complications not essential for our present needs.
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subintervals
by points

(5.9)

k we subdivide

the interval

355
[h, /2] into 2k equal

h = r\ < n < • • ■ < T2t+i = t2,

and define piecewise linear functions p[(t) which coincide with rj^t) at each
Tl (1= 1, • • • , 2fc+l) and are linear between. Since the derivatives
of these
functions are constant on each subinterval
we find

(5.10)

f'2\ pk\*dt= EUtn+O

J ti

t-i

- no(n)\y<?m - n).

By Schwarz' inequality,

I •),(%.) - r,t(rt)|2 ^ [ jy

I r,g\ <ft] = (rj, - r<)f "* | ijs|2<i/.

Hence

(5.11)

lira inf f W I i,q\Ht = | r,0(ri+1) - i,0(t,) |2/(rI+1 - r,)J

This, with (5.10), yields

(5.12)

liminf f %\rjt\*dt= f *| p*\2dt.

The integrand on the right is non-negative,
and except on the set of measure
zero on which one or more of the functions v0, pi, ■ ■ • are non-differentiable
its limit as fc—>» is | t)o(/) |2. By Fatou's lemma,
/(2

I t), |2^ = lim inf I/»

*2

| p\\2dt = I./•

'2

| t)0|2^.

This establishes the lemma.
6. The equations of variation. In order to show that the r]0(t) satisfy the
equations of variation
(3.6) it is convenient to prove a lemma.
Lemma 2. If g(t) is summable together with its square on the interval
then
/'

[ti, t2],

g(t)(v,- vl)dt = lim I/» (2g(t)(il - m)dt= 0

*2

(t = 0, 1, • • • , n).
The vanishing

(6.2)

of the first limit in (6.1) is easily established,

I g(t)(vl - Vo)dt ^ max | r;*- i/o1• I

\g\dt,

for
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and the right member tends to zero by (5.9). Consider then the other limit.
Let e be an arbitrary positive number. As is well known, it is possible to find a
polynomial p(t) such that

(6.3)

f '\g(t) - p(t)Ydt < €2/16.

By (5.4) and (5.8), we have
1/2

= 1

(//"«!>'*)

(m = 0, 1, 2, • • • ).

So by Minkowski's inequality

(*, - vl) dtj
From this and Schwarz'

inequality

I g(Vq — Vo)dt— I
(6.4)

\Jtl

(q = 1, 2, • • • ).

we obtain

p(t)q — rio)dt

J ii

I

(g~P)dtj
By integration

^ 2

|J

di,-iji)A|

<e/2.

by parts,

P(t)(vl ~ Vo)dt = p(t)(Vq - vo)

p'(/)(r,; - T,0)^.

The first term on the right tends to zero by (5.7), and the second tends to
zero by the part of the lemma already proved. Therefore for all q greater than
a certain qf we have

p(t){it
P(t)(i*- tjo)^
m

(6.6)
/'

<2

i

< e/2.

.

Now (6.4) and (6.6) imply

gWOia J'2
h
if q>q€, and our lemma is established.
The curves Co and C, are admissible;

(6.7)

so the equations

0*(y,(fl, ?,(*)) = ^(y0(0, y«'(/)) = 0

hold for almost all / in the interval

(6.8)

Vo)dt < €

[h, /2]- Hence, recalling

Aq\t)Vq(t) + Baq\t)i(t)

- 0

(5.3), the equation
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being defined by equations

Aßg'\t)= f 4>Uy»(t)+ r[yg(t) - yB(t)],yd(t) + r[yq(t) - yi (t)])dr,
(6.9)

J o

ßi
C 9
Bi (0 = I <t>Xyo
+ r[yq - y0], yd + r[yq - yd ])dr.
J o

From (4.3) and (4.4) we deduce

(6.10)

lim Aßg\t) = 4>Uyo(t),yi(t)),
q—*oo

(6.11)

lim £,■'(/) = ^i(yo(0, yd (t))
Q—►
00

uniformly

on h^t

Sh. For each such / we have, by (6.8),

f {Aßq\t)r)\{t)
+ 4>Uy<>,
yd}dt
(6.12)

{tÄyo, yö) - Bg\t)}i,%g(t)dt.
h

By the Schwarz inequality,
(6.12) approaches

with (5.4) and (6.11), the right member of

0 as q—>». The limit of the left member

is readily

found

with the help of (6.10) and Lemma 2; we obtain

(6-13)

f {<&(?„«,
yd(t))vkt)+ <t>U'o}dt
= 0.

(Here and henceforth we indicate the arguments only in the first function in
a bracketed expression whenever the remaining terms have the same arguments.) By differentiating
both members of (6.13) we find that rj0(0 satisfies
equations (3.6) for almost all t in the interval h^t^h.
Since the sets (Co, «o) and (Cq, aq) are admissible, the equations

(6-14)

yö(0 = r"(a0)
t
■

yq(q

=

t

(aq)

(i = 0, 1,

^ = 1, 2)

are satisfied. With (5.2) and (5.3), this implies
(6.15)
So by the theorem

kg-qq(ts)= T (a0 + kqUq) — T (a0).
of mean value there is an äq on the line segment

and ag such that

(6.16)

vl(ls) = Th\äg)u

joining oto
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By passage to the limit we find
(6.17)

T?0(O = Th\a0)u0

(i = 0, 1, • • • , n; s = 1, 2).

Thus it has been shown that [770,«o] is an admissible set, as defined in §3.
7. A semi-continuity
proof. In the course of our proof we shall have need
of a generalization
of Lemma 1. Let us suppose that aa(i), ba(t), c ,-.,■(/)
(i, j = 0, 1, • • ■ , n) are functions defined and continuous
on the interval

h=t = h. We define

[ao-OVCV'W+ ibiivW+ a^]dt.
/■

h(2

Concerning such integrals we prove a sequence
which is the one needed later.

of three lemmas,

the last of

Lemma 3. If for each t in the interval \ti, h] the quadratic form CijvHi' is posi-

tive definite, then
(7.2)

lim inf I(Vq) = /(r,0).
Q—»00

It is evident

(7.3)
We readily

that there is no loss of generality

aij{t) = aji{t),

diit) = Cji{t)

in assuming

{ty^ t S h\ i, j = 0, 1, • • • , n).

compute
OijVqVq "T ^0ij1)qt}q -f- CijTlgTIg — CijIJo^O T

iO»)'?0'70

I CijIJo^O

+ 2(a,j7j0 4- bijri<,)(r)q — ij0)

(7 4)

+ 2(&,-i77o
+ Cifl)l){riq— 770)

+ Otjti - Vo)ti ~ vl)
+ 2bij(vq — Vo)(vl— ijo)
+ diivq — Vo){v'q— Vo)The last term is non-negative,

hence

(aim + bim)(vq — Vo)dt
/'

«1'2

/H

.

.

.

'it — Vo)dt
(bjitoj + Cim)(Vq

7.5
aa(vq — vo)(vq — Vo)dt
bijivq — rio)(iiq

rjo)dt.
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The second and third terms in the right member approach zero by Lemma 2.
The fourth tends to zero by (5.7). The last term can be shown to approach
zero by using Schwarz' inequality
and recalling (5.7) and (5.4). This estab-

lishes the lemma.
Lemma 4. If for each t in the interval [h, k] the quadratic form

is positive for all non-null

vectors v which satisfy the equations

(7.6)

<t>Uyo(t),
ydW* =0

(/3= 1, • • • , m),

then inequality (7.2) is satisfied.
Let E be the set of points (t, v) in (w + 2)-dimensional
space satisfying the
conditions ti^t^k,
\v\ =1. For each positive integer p we define Up to be
the set of all points (t, v) at which
■ •

(7.7)

Cij{t)vv+p}2

5

a

■

OMyo(0. yd(t))v) > o.

0=1

Every point of E which satisfies (7.6) is in Up for all p; every point of E at
which (7.6) is false is in Up if p is large enough. By the Borel theorem a finite
number of the Up, say those with subscripts pi, ■ ■ ■ , pk, cover E. Let N be
the greatest of these subscripts;
then
m

(7.8)

......

''

...

«.«(fluV+ N}2 (*r*i)V>0
0=1

for h^t^k

and \ v\ =1. By homogeneity,

(7.8) continues to hold if k^t^k

and \ v\ 5^0.

Now define

(7.9)

IN(V) = J

|ai,i? 77 + 20,,-r;t) + c<,ijrj + A72^ (</>»«)
+ </>r«?
) |

The terms quadratic in »}constitute
the hypotheses of Lemma 3, and

(7.10)
Since 770satisfies
vanish, so that

(7.11)

the left member

lim inf InM
the equations

of (7.8), so In satisfies

2 /w(ijo).

(3.6), the terms

added

to I(rj0) in (7.9)

IM = InM.

This is not true of vg. But from (6.8), with (7.9) and (7.1), we find
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In(Vq)— I(Vq) = J N {dfyl^yfntfl+ 2<t>y«f>rfllqiq
+ (h^riVqVq
}dt
J li

(7.12)

„ f'*(I tj
J - Aq
.ß.iAq
J.UJri4r
i i
= N
VPy^y}
iVqVq
J h

r" 2[4>yi<t>rJ— Aq Bq \-nqt\q +

The quantities in square brackets
and the integrals of the absolute

(7.13)

\<prvpr) — Bq BQ \r]qT)q\dt.

tend uniformly to zero, by (6.10) and (6.11),
values of their coefficients are bounded; so

lim [/*(„,) - /(„,)] = 0.
q—►oo

From (7.10),

(7.11) and (7.13) we obtain

the conclusion

(7.2) of our lemma.

Lemma 5. If for each t in the interval [h, k] the quadratic form djoh}* is nonnegative whenever the vector v is linearly independent of yd (t) and satisfies equations (7.6), then inequality (7.2) is satisfied.
Let e be an arbitrary

positive

/I

The quadratic

number,

and let

h(2

form CijuW is here replaced

by

Cijv'v' + ewV.

This is positive for all non-null vectors v which satisfy equations
(7.6). For
the second term is positive, while the first is non-negative,
by hypothesis
if v
is linearly independent
of yd and by continuity
if v is a multiple of yd. So I,
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4, and

(7.15)

limIM(nt)2 IM

From (5.4) we deduce

(7.16)

0 = f Wfod*
=L

Hence

(7.17)

/(tjo) = IM

= Hm inf /,(r,4) g lim inf I(Vq) + e.
q—too

q—»oo

Since e is an arbitrary positive number, this implies inequality (7.2), and the
proof of the lemma is complete.
8. First case. We now distinguish two possible cases.
Case I. Either Ko=*(0, ■ ■ ■ , 0) or else the functions 7]'0(t) do not all vanish

identically.
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Case II. The numbers «2 are a^ 0 and the functions

r?0(/) all vanish identi-

cally.
In this section we shall discuss the first case.
Under the hypotheses of Case I, the set [n, u] is not essentially null. This
is obvious from the definition if some uh is not zero. If all the uh have the value

0, we have by (4.8) and (5.3)

(».i)

*C0»'(4 = iAJkt)t+ {Bjkq).

The left member converges uniformly
as 0—>oo, so its limit rj0y0' must be
linear in /. But since Uo = 0 equations
(6.17) show that this linear function
vanishes at t\ and at t2, so it is identically zero:

(8.2)

nl(t)yl\t) m 0

{h = t<t2).

Now tjqO) cannot have the form p{t)y0\t) (i = 0, •••,»);
for then (8.2) would
give p = 0, contrary to the hypothesis that the r)\\do not all vanish identically.
By the hypotheses of Theorem I, there are multipliersX° 2:0, X1^), • • -,Xm(i)
with which the set (Co, «o) satisfies the Euler equations, transversality
condition and strengthened
Clebsch condition and with which J2(r]a, u0, X) is positive. This last condition will not be used until the last paragraph
of this
section.
Since X° is non-negative,
inequality
(4.6) implies

(8.3)

X°/(C„ cxq) - X°/(C0, «o) = 0. .

Recalling

that along an admissible

curve we have F=\°f,

this can be written

in the form

(8.4)

X°0(ag)- X°9(a0)+ f ' {F(ymy,„ X) - F(y0, yi ,\))di % 0.

By Taylor's

theorem

with integral

form of remainder,

this implies (with (5.2)

and (5.3))
I

t

2 0 C

h k

X dh(ot(s)kquq + kq)\ I (1 — T)dhk{an + Tkquq)uquqdr
J 0

(8.5)

+ kq f \Fvt(y(t), y\t), \(t))v\+FT<h\\dt
J tl

+ kq I

I

(1 — T)\Fytyi{y + Tkqt)q,y' + rkqr\q,\)vqy'q

J ti Jo
i j

i j\

+ 2FytTi-nqi)q4- FriTii)qi)q)drdt = 0.
To the third

term in (8.5) we apply

the usual integration

by parts.

Since
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are satisfied,

this term has the value

k,1Friril\h.
h

But

kqvl(t.)= yti.*>)
- yo(t.)
(8.7)

»

= ris(as) - r*(a,)
= kqTh (ad)uq + kq I

(1 — T)Thk{oi<s
+ Tkquq)uquqdT.

J o

We substitute
this in (8.6), and substitute expression (8.6) for the third term
in (8.5). Since by hypothesis the transversality
condition is satisfied, inequal-

ity (8.5) yields, after division by kq/2,

Dq m 2 f

(1 - t){X°Ma„ + Tkquq)

J o
t'2

+ Fri(y0(h),

(8.8)

yd(h), \(h))Thk(ao

+ rkquq)

— Frt(y0(ti), yd (h), \(h))Thl(a0 + Tkquq)}uquqdT

+ 21

I

(1 — t) {Fvv(yo + rkqr]q,yl + Tkqi)q,X)vqy'q

+ 2Fytrmqi)'q
+ Frirj7)qT)l}dTdt
g 0.
Therefore

it is clear that

(8.9)

lim sup/), ^ 0.

Since by (5.3)

yoW + rkqV'0(t)= yl(t) + r[yq(t) - yl(t)],
with a like equation
(8.10)

for the derivatives,

we see by (4.3) and (4.4) that

lim Frirj(y0 + rkqriq, yd + rkqriq, X) = Frirj(y0, yd , X)
q—> oo

uniformly for O^r^l

and hfktfkh- Relations similar to (8.10) hold for the

other coefficients in (8.8). Hence if e is an arbitrary
positive number, for all
sufficiently large values of q the replacement
of kq by 0 in (8.8) alters each
coefficient by less than e. But after this replacement
the variable r has disappeared from (8.8) except in the factors (1 —t), whose integral from 0 to 1
has the value 1/2. The result is that the left member of (8.8) takes the form
Ji(i]q, uq, X) (cf. (3.8)). Since each coefficient was changed by less than e, we

thus find with the help of Schwarz' inequality
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2

D, - /,(*,, ut,X)| ^

p «*)+ ef ^ £ {\ * \ +\ viI}) dt

(8.11)
= ejrj
The coefficient

of e is bounded,

(8.12)

M,|2 + 2(» + 1) J*

since (5.4) is satisfied,

(| r,4|2 + | 77S|2)*|

and e is arbitrary.

Hence

lim [Dq - J2(Vq, w9)X)] = 0.

Relations (8.9) and (8.12) imply
(8.13)

lim sup/2(rjg, uq, X) _ 0.
4—»oo

By (5.5) we have
(8.14)

km bhkUquq = bhkU0u0.
a-.«.

The integral in (3.8) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 3, since the strengthened Clebsch condition holds. Hence from Lemma 3 and equation (8.14) we

obtain

(8.15)

lim inf Js(i)q, uq<X) = /2O70,«o, X).
q—► 00

But now we have reached our desired contradiction.
For by the choice
of theX0 and Xa(/) the right member of (8.15) is positive, so inequalities
(8.13)

and (8.15) are incompatible.
9. Second case. We still have to dispose
r)o{t) are all zero. The hypotheses of Theorem
sets, so we must prove a lemma.

of Case II, in which the u0 and
I do not mention such variation

Lemma 6. Under the hypotheses of Theorem I, there exist admissible
tion sets which are not essentially null.
Bliss(7) has shown

that

there

exist functions

varia-

(py(t, r) of class C~ {y=m-

+ 1, • • • , M+ l) such that the determinant

MyoW. yo(0)

(9.1)

<t>Xt,
y£(/))

does not vanish on the interval

h^t

Sh. In the interval

we choose w + 3 points

ti such that
h = Tl < Tj < • • • < r„+3 ^ l2.

C) G. A. Bliss, The problem of Mayer with variable end points,

(1918), pp. 305-314.

these Transactions,

vol. 19
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For I = 1, • • • , n + 2 we choose functions ff(/) (k = l, ■■ ■, n + l) with the following properties. If k = l, ■ ■ ■ , m, then £?(<) is identically zero. Except on
[ti, t(+i] the other ff(/) also vanish identically.
On [r(, ri+1] the ff(<) are constants, and the vector

(9.2)
is linearly

(/»«), • • •, r !+1w)
independent

of
1

(9.3)

if

.

(^r<y0 (Ti),

n+l

i/

..

■ • • , <t>ri JO (Ti)).

This last condition can be satisfied since by hypothesis m is less than n, so
that we have the free choice of at least the last two components
of the vec-

tor (9.2).
By known
equations

(9.4)

theorems

on differential

equations,

<bUyo,yi)H*i+ <pUyo,
yd)H\' = 0,

for 1 = 1, ■ • • , n + 2 the

<bri(t,
yd)H\' =

(/3 = 1, • • • , m\ y = m + 1, ■• • , n + 1)
have unique

solutions

H\ vanishing

(9.5)
in the «4-2

at h. The n + l homogeneous

c,H\(h) = 0
unknowns

c> have a non-trivial

(9.6)

equations

(i = 0, 1, • • • , »)
solution.

We define

v\t) = ctH^t)

(h = t^

h).

Then rj(t) satisfies the equations (3.6), because of (9.4). Since rj vanishes at h
and at t2, it satisfies (3.7) with m = 0. Hence (77, u) is an admissible variation
set. If it were essentially null, there would be a function pit) such that

(9.7)

= p(t)yl'(t)

(h = t = h).

This p(t) is easily seen to be continuous
and to have corners only at the
points t;. If X is the least integer such that ex^0, then fj^t) is identically zero

on [h, rxJ. By (9.7) and (9.6)

Bx(n +) = #*'(n +)Ax = p'(n +)yo'(n)Ax.
Since H\(t\) vanishes, by (9.4) we see that for / =X the vector (9.2) is a multiple of (9.3), contrary to its choice. Lemma 6 is therefore established.
Now by Lemma 6 and hypothesis (3) of Theorem I there are multipliers
X°5t0, X*(0, ■ ■ ■ , Xro(0 with which the Euler equations,
transversality
condition and strengthened
Clebsch condition hold. From the last mentioned condition we see that the form
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Fr*4ytt(f>,y0'0),X>%»

is positive
equations
(9.8) has
the set of

365

on the set of unit vectors v which are orthogonal to yd and satisfy
(3.5). This set of vectors is bounded and closed, so on it the form
a positive lower bound, which we denote by 2e. It follows that on
vectors v just described the inequality

(9.9)

Frätow - «H* > 0

holds, since the coefficient of e has the value 1. By homogeneity,
(9.9) continues to hold all non-null vectors v which are orthogonal
to yd and satisfy
equations (3.5).
Let v be any vector which satisfies (3.5) and is linearly independent of yd.
It can be resolved into components

(9.10)

v = vl +8yl'(t),

where v0 is orthogonal to yd ■Since v is linearly independent
ponent v0 is not null. The homogeneity
of F and <pß entails
consequence

(9.11)

yVWMy* yo, x) = o,

of yd, the comthe well known

yltä = o. <

Now yd and v both satisfy the linear equations (3.5), hence by (9.10) v0 also
satisfies those equations. Therefore (9.9) holds with v0 in place of v, and with

the help of (9.11) we deduce
(9.12)

Frirj(y0,

Inequality

(9.13)

yd , \)vv

(9.12) shows that the integral

/,(»>)= f '{2«a v, v) - «[t)V- (yov)*]}dt
J t\

satisfies the hypotheses

(9.14)

of Lemma

3, so that

lim inf Jt(%) 2 I.M - 0.

Since uq approaches

(9.15)

— * [v v — (y0 v ) \ = FrtrjV0Vo — ev0v0 > 0.

ua = 0 as g—>», this and (3.8) together

imply

lim inf |/2(t)3, uq, X) — e J* [t;^, — (yo'ifa)*]^j- = Qt

By (4.8) and (5.3) the function

yl'(t)r,'q(t)
is linear in /, and it converges
set of measure zero we have

uniformly

to zero, since 770is zero. Except

on a
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i

yo vq = iyo Vq) — yo »?<.,

and both terms on the right tend uniformly to zero. So the last term in the
square bracket in (9.15) can be omitted without affecting the limit. In (5.4)
the first and second terms tend to zero, so the third term tends to 1 as g—>°o.

Thus (9.15) implies
(9.16)

lim inf J2(Vq,ug, X) - e 2 0.

On the other hand, the considerations
leading, to inequality
(8.13) are
applicable to Case II as well to Case I, so inequality (8.13) must hold. This
contradicts
(9.16). Hence in each of the two possible cases we have arrived
at a contradiction,
and Theorem I is established.
10. Statement of problem in non-parametric
form. From Theorem I we
can deduce its analogue for problems in non-parametric
form. We use the
formulation
due to Morse and Myers(8'9). The functions
f(x, Z, p) = f(x,

<f>t>(x,
z, p) =

Z", p1,

- -, pn)

»* • • • , z», p\ ■■ ■ , pn)

(fiI- 1, •••,»<

»j

will be supposed to be defined and of class C2 on an open point set Si in
(x, z, £)-space. The functions T"(a) (i = 0, ■•-,«;
s = l, 2) are defined and
of class C2 on an open set R2 in (a1, • • • , a.')-space. An admissible set [z, a]
is a set of functions z*(x) absolutely continuous on an interval
[xi, x2] such
that for almost all x in [xu x2] the point (x, z(x), z(x)) is in Si and satisfies
the equations

(10.1)
together

<p»(x,z(x), z(x)) = 0
with a set of parameters

(10.2)

x, = T°'(a),

(|3 = 1, ■• • , m),

a in R%with which the end conditions

z<{x,) = T"{a)

(c = 1, • • • , »; 5 = 1, 2)

are satisfied.
The problem of Bolza in non-parametric

form is the problem of minimizing

the functional
/I

xs

*i

f(x, z, z')dx

in the class of admissible sets [z, a].
Let [zo, «o] be an admissible set in which the functions
(10.4)

z = z0(x) (xi,0 Sj^

x2i0; c = 1, 2, • • • , »)

(8) M. Morse and S. B. Myers, The problems of Lagrange and Mayer with variable end points,
Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, vol. 66 (1931), pp. 235-253.
(9) M. R. Hestenes, Sufficient conditions for the problem of Bolza in the calculus of variations,

these Transactions, vol. 36 (1934), pp. 793-818.
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the Euler
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equations

with multipliers

X°, X1^), • • • i Xm(x) if the functions

(10.5)

F(x, z, p, X) ■ \°f(x, z, p) + \ty(x,

z, p)

satisfy the equations

d

(10.6)

■y

-Fpc(x,

' i

Zq, Z0', X) = F,e(x, Zo, Za , X)

2* dx

.i'-t:;'

It satisfies the transversality

conditions

(c = 1, • • • , «).

?r.?--:ur.-rf.»jwii' xft<«l

with multipliers

X°, X^x),

X""(x)

if

(10.7)

xV(«o) + [(F - aS'FpOr* + FpC7Y]i= 0

(Ä = 1, • • ■, r).

As usual, c has the range 1, • • • , n. The square-bracketed
symbol in (10.7)
is to be understood as follows. The functions F, and so on are first evaluated
at (xs,0, Zo(xs,0), Zo (x„,o), X(xs,0)), 5 = 1, 2. Then

the square
subtracted
The set
X°, X^x), •
(10.8)

the value

of the sum inside

bracket is evaluated
for 5 = 1 and for 5 = 2, and the former value
from the latter.
[z0, a0] satisfies the strengthened Clebsch condition with multipliers
• • , Xm(x) if for each x in [xi,0, #2,0] the inequality
Fpcpd(x, z0(x), Zo'(*), \(x))vcvd

> 0

(summed over c, d = \, ■ ■ ■ , n) holds for all sets of numbers
5^(0, •■ ■ , 0) satisfying the equations

(10.9)

«?V(x, z0(x), zo'(x))/

= 0

OS= 1, • • • ,m).

An admissible variation set [f(x), u] is a set consisting
solutely continuous and having derivatives whose squares
1*1,0,x2,o] and satisfying the equations

(10.10)

<t>*(x,Zo,zo )fC(x) + <tfpc(x,zo, zd)f(x)

for almost all x, and a set of numbers

(10.11)

(v1, ■ ■ ■ , vn)

of n functions, abare summable over

= 0

03 = 1, • • • , m)

(w1, • • • , W) with which the equations

fc(xs,0) = [rr(«o) - zZ'(x..0)tV]u

(5 = 1, 2; h = 1, • • ■, r)

hold.
If [f, u] is an admissible

variation

set, we define the second variation

to [f, u] by the equation

(10.12)

/jjf, u, X] = bhkuhu"+ P'°2co(x, f, t)dx,
J *1,0

where

due
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bhk = xV*(ao) + [{Fx - ZoFzc)tI°tI' + (F - zl'FJTu
(10.13)

,m0n

e»

„0«

<s».

+ Fzc(Th Tk +TkTh)+

.

£»12

FpcThk]L

and
(10.14)

2<o(x, f, tt) = F^*,

3o, so , X)f+

2FzCptf^7r<i+ FpCp(!lrCir<*.

The concept of a weak relative minimum will be carried over unchanged
from the parametric
problem. Let the functions (10.4) be of class C\ and consider another set of absolutely continuous functions

(10.15)

zc = zc(x),

xi=x^xi.

We can use these functions
the equation

to define a curve C in (w-fT)-space

(10.16)

zc = zc(t)

x = t,

by means

of

(xi = t = x2, c = 1, • • • , n),

and likewise for the set (10.4). For these curves the concept of first order
t-neighborhood
has already been defined in §2, and so has the concept of weak
relative minimum.
For problems in non-parametric
form we shall establish the following ana-

logue of Theorem I.
Theorem II. Let the following hypotheses be satisfied.
(1) The set [z0, «o] defined by (10.4) is admissible, and the functions

(c=l,

:••,»)

(2) For each x in the interval

(10.17)

ze0{x)

are of class C2.
[xi,o, x2,0] the matrix

||<*V(*, z0(x), to' (*))||

03 = 1, • • • , m; c = 1, • • • , n)

has rank m.
(3) To each nonidentically vanishing admissible variation set , u ] there corresponds a set of absolutely continuous multipliers X0St0, X1^), • ■ • , Xm(x) with
which the set [z0, c*o] satisfies the Euler equations, transversality condition and
strengthened Clebsch condition, and with which the inequality

(10.18)

/2[r, w,X]>0

is satisfied.
Then the set [z0, a0] gives j[z,
class of admissible sets [z,a].

a] a proper weak relative minimum

on the

In the next two sections we shall show that this theorem is in fact a consequence of Theorem I.
11. Transformation
into parametric form. We prove Theorem II by replacing the non-parametric
problem of §10 by an equivalent parametric problem. The symbols y", y1, ■ ■ ■ , y" will be used as alternative
names for the
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x, z1, ■ ■ ■ , z" axes in (w-fT)-space. In the (2« + 2)-dimensional space of points
(j< r) = (y°> " • " i yn> »*»•••., r") we define Ri to be the set of points (y, r)
having r°>0 and such that (y°, y\ ■ ■ ■ , yn, rl/r\
■ • • , rn/r°) is in Si. On Ri
we define functions g(y, r), ^(y, r) by the equations

g(y. r) = '°/(y°, y1, ■■• . yn.
•: -. '"A*).
^(y, r) . iV(y»,
yn- 'V'0, • • • , »""A0)-

!1

These have the continuity

and homogeneity

properties

specified

in §2.

From (11.1) we deduce

(11.2)

g(yo, • • •

1, t\ ■• ■ , r») = f(yo, y*. r\ ■■■ , r"),

from which by differentiation
tial derivatives
not involving

(11.3)

we obtain similar identities for all existing pardifferentiation
with respect to r°; for instance,

g„„(y°, • • • , y» 1, r\ • • • , f) = fx(y\ ■■■ , y» r\ ■■■ , t%

Moreover, identities analogous to (11.2) and its corollaries are also valid for
each of the functions <j>ß.
We now have the data needed for setting up the parametric
problem of
minimizing the functional

(11.4)

I{C, a) m 6(a) + f \(y(/), y(t))dt
J ii

in the class of sets (C, a) for which the curves
almost all t, satisfy the differential equations

(H.5)

^(y, y) = 0

for almost

all /, and satisfy

(11.6)
From

have (y, y) in J?i for

(0=1, • ••,«)

the end conditions

y%) = Tu(a)
(11.1) it is evident

C:y=y(t)

that

(i = 0, 1, • ■• , n; s = 1, 2).

if the set [z, a] with functions

z(t) defined

by (10.15) is admissible, and C is defined by (10.16), then (C, a) is admissible
for the parametric

(11.7)

problem,

and

HCa)

=j[z,

a].

(The converse also is true; if (C,a) is admissible for the parametric problem, C
can be represented
in the form (10.16), and the functions zc(x) thus obtained
are admissible with parameters a for the non-parametric
problem. But we do
not need this.) Theorem II will therefore be established
if we can show that
its hypotheses imply that the corresponding
parametric problem satisfies the

hypotheses of Theorem I.
12. Verification of the hypotheses
of Theorem

rem II.

of Theorem I. Hypotheses (1) and (2)
I follow at once from the corresponding
hypotheses
of Theo-
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set for the parametric

problem.

We define
(12.1)

£{x) = t)'(x) — y\\x)^{x)

(i = 0, • • • , n; xi,0 ^ x ^ xz,0).

(The notations x and t for the independent
because of (10.16); and for the same reason

variable are interchangeable,
zc(x) and ye(x) are identical,

c = l, 2, • • , ».)
If we recall that

(12.2)

yS'(/)- 1

a well known consequence

of the homogeneity

of the ^

implies

(with (3.6)

and the analogues of (11.1))
<t>tc(x,z0, zo )f

+ <#v(x, z0, Zo)f

= irv(yo, yo)(»? - yov)
.

(12.3)

Or

ß

if

ß

+ tAv

- yo v — yov)

if/,

= — 7? [i/vyo + irxyo J

= -uV(yc

yo')]'

= 0.
So equations (10.10) hold. Equations (10.11) follow at once from (12.1) and
(3.7). Therefore,
by hypothesis
(3) of Theorem II there exist multipliers
\°>:0, X1^), • • ■ , ~Km(x)with which the Euler equations, transversality
condition and strengthened
Clebsch condition hold for the non-parametric
prob-

lem, and also the inequality
Let us define

(12.4)

(10.18).

G(y, r, X) = X«g(y,t) +

f)'.

The Euler equations for the non-parametric
problem constitute the last n of
the «4-1 Euler equations for the parametric
problem. But from the homogeneity of G it can be shown that the equation

(12.5)

y\t){jGAy,

y', x) - Cv(y, /, X)j = 0

holds for any admissible curve yi=yi{t) of class C2. Since (12.2) holds and
the last n of the factors in braces vanish for yo(0» the first also vanishes, and
all « + l Euler equations are satisfied.
From the homogeneity relation

(12.6)

G(y, f, X) - f<G?,*(y, X),

with (12.2) and (11.1), we find that

(12.7)

GAyo, yd, X) = F(x, Zo,z', X) —sl'Fpc(x,Zo,zd, X).
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This shows that the transversality
conditions (10.7) imply the transversality
conditions (3.3) for the parametric
problem.
Let OA •■■,»") be a vector linearly independent
of yd 00 and satisfying
the equations (3.5) with \pe in place of <j>B.Define

(12.8)

w = / - Ao'O)

(c = 1, ••-,«).

By the analogue of (12.6) and (12.2),
<ppc(x, zo, zo )w

= 4>ri(v — v yo)
= iriv

— v i£ (y0, y0)

= 0.
Also, the W are not all zero, since (va, ■ ■ ■ , vn) is not a multiple
by hypothesis the strengthened
Clebsch condition holds,
(12.9)

Fpcpi{x, so, zo , \)wcwd

A consequence

of the homogeneity

(12.10)

of yd (/). Since

> 0.

of G is

Gftrj(y, r, X)W= 0.

From this and (12.8) we have
(12.11)

Grirj(yo, yd, X)»V = FpCpd{x,z0, zd, \)w'wd,

which is positive by (12.9). Therefore
holds for the parametric
problem.

the strengthened

Clebsch

condition

Let us define

(12.12)

2co*0,ij, p) = Gyiyi{yo,yd , XW + IGytrrfp1+ Grwpy.

This is a symmetric

(12.13)

quadratic

form in (t?, p), whence

2<o*0,77,p) = 7jia>*i0',
t), p) + p'ovO, V, p)

and
(12.14)

♦

♦

§*»,♦(#,t), p) + p^iO,

♦

+

7J, p) = tj'&),<(<,Tj,p) + piO)pt(/,t), p).

(These.identities
can also be established easily by direct computation.)
well known that for every set of functions 77*0) of class C2 the equations

(12.15)
are satisfied

It is

y'o'0){jt"*<t, V,V') - «?«(f,t),r;')| = 0
identically.

We now prove a lemma.

Lemma 7. If the functions y(f), na{t), • • • , tj"0) are absolutely continuous
and the squares of their derivatives are summable, then
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v, v) + (yyo')uXt, r,, if)\dt

= 7(Oij'(OG,«(yo(0.
yo'W,X(/))
Let us first suppose that the ri'OO are of class C2. By an integration
parts, with use of (12.15), the left member of (12.16) is reduced to
if

(12.17)

$

yyüuft\

I *2

by

.

The analogue of (12.6) holds for G„<,and with the help of this and (12.10)
the expression (12.17) transforms into the right member of (12.16). Hence the
lemma holds if the rj*'(<)are of class C2.
By hypothesis,
the derivatives of the t]1 are of class L(2), so by a known
property of the Lebesgue integral there is a sequence of polynomials

pl'(t)

(i = 0, 1, • • • , «; q = 1, 2, • • • )

such that

1r) - pi \*dt= 0.
/I

By the inequality

of Schwarz,

12

the functions

pq{t)
= n\h)+ f pl\t)dt
J h

converge uniformly

to tj'OO. The coefficients

of the form w* are continuous,

so

E {["*•(<> #,') -«,*(/, »/,17)]
ti

«=o

+ [«*l<#, p„ pi) - »*t(*.

For each £9 the analogue

of (12.16) holds, so by Schwarz'

inequality

{(ryoV<V(*, r;, ij) + (yy0')o3„t(t, V, v)}dt

{(yyo)'«*«('.

(12.20)
= lim yp%fiyi{ya,yö, X) |

= w^Xy«. yo, x) I .
This establishes the lemma.

#«.

if)]*}* = 0.

+ (7yo')«t<(«,
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By definition (3.8),
0 *

(12.21)

h

k

/»(tJ, U, X) = X Öfcjfctt
M +

(*

I

*

2o (/, 77,77)^,

where

(12.22)

b*hk= \°ekk + [GAQT'Uao)]].

From (12.13), (12.21) and (12.1) we deduce
h

k

C '2

7,(1»,«, X) = X°Am«
« + I {f*_v(*.f, f) +
+ f

«."y'o,
(vy'o)') +

h
+

vy'o, (vy'o)')\dt

{t,yl'uUt,f, f) + (vyll «,V f. f)}<0

f Hs o i, *
1

f. 0 }*

o,o

, ,

{>) yo &v(<, 7j y0, (t? y0) )

+ (i?yö'/üvC f yo, (>/yi)')}<*/.
The integrand
in the first integral in the right member is 2w*(f, f, f), which
by (12.12) is the same as 2w(/, f, f), since f° vanishes identically. By Lemma 7,
the third integral has the value

(12.24)

uVG,«(yo,y„',X)|';.

Since r° = 0, by (12.4) and (11.1) this is equal to

(12.25)
By the same argument,

(12 ■26)

ijV-M*. 2o,zo, X)P'" .
the fourth integral

has the value

vvy\'Gvi{yo, y0', X) | 2'°.
1.0

By (12.14), the second integral has the same value (12.25) as the third. We
substitute
these evaluations
in (12.23), and for the end values of t;0 and fc we
substitute
the values given by (3.7) and (10.11). On collecting terms and re-

calling (12.7), (10.12) and (10.13), we find
(12.27)

7,(ij, u, X) = 7s[f, «, X],

which is positive by hypothesis.
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We have now verified all the hypotheses of Theorem I for the parametric
formulation of our problem, so by that theorem the set (Co, «o) gives a proper
weak relative minimum to J(C, a) on the class of admissible sets (C, a). This
immediately
implies that [s0, «o] gives j[z, a] a proper weak relative minimum on the class of admissible sets [z, a], and Theorem II is established.
13. A corollary. If it were not for our unusually inclusive definition of admissible variation set, Theorem II would at once include Hestenes' sufficiency
theorem for weak relative minima(10). For Hestenes assumes the hypotheses
of Theorem II, with the additional requirement
that the multipliers can be
chosen independently
of the sets [f, u]. However, it requires some proof to
show that in this case the assumption that the second variation is positive for
all variation sets admissible in the sense of §3 is necessarily satisfied if the second variation
is positive whenever
[f, u] is an admissible set and the fc(x)
are of class D1. We establish this for the normal case; as Bliss has shown(ll),
the theorem of Hestenes can be deduced from the sufficiency theorem for the
normal problem.
For each real number a, let us define

(13.1)

Cvtf, u, X] = \°bhkuhuk+ auhuh + f

|2co(z, f, f) + aW)dx.

Clearly

(13.2)

Qo[r, u, X] =/2[f,

As in the discussion
quadratic form

of (7.7), we can show that

(13.3)

is positive

u, X].

\°bhkuhuk

if a is sufficiently

large the

+ auhuh

definite and

(13.4)

2«(*, f, ») + art4

is positive for all nonidentically
zero sets (f, v) satisfying
such an a; then there is a positive e such that
(13.5)

\°bhkuhuk

(10.9). We choose

+ auhuh = euhuh

and

(13.6)

2co(*,r, f) + anc = «Eft* + fcfc]

whenever f satisfies (10.9).
Let Ki be the collection

of admissible

sets [f, u] such that

(10) Hestenes, loc. cit., p. 816.
(u) G. A. Bliss, Normality

vol. 43 (1938), pp. 365-376.

and abnormality

in the calculus of variations, these Transactions,
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uhuh+ f ''Vrtfz = 1.
"

«1,0

For any [f, u] in ÜTi and any number

(13.8)

b we have

Q.[r,«, x]«,

x] = a - a.

Since the forms (13.3) and (13.4) are non-negative,
Qa has a non-negative
lower bound m on the class Ki. Let [f„ m9] be a sequence of sets in K\ for

which Qa tends to its lower bound m on Ki. By (13.5) and (13.6),

(13.9)

G.[r.«.x]

+ J^"2'°
(I fl2 + I

so the value of the expression in braces is bounded on the sequence [f9, uq\.
The boundedness of the integral of | f9|2 implies the equi-continuity
of the f9,
as in (5.6). The boundedness
of \uq\ implies the boundedness
of | f9(*i,o) |,
and this with the equi-continuity
of the f9 implies their uniform boundedness.
By Ascoli's theorem, we can select a subsequence
converging uniformly to a
limit fo(x); we suppose [f9, uq] such a sequence. We may also suppose that
the uq converge to a limit u„. As in §5, the fo are absolutely continuous, and
the squares of their derivatives are summable, and by Lemma 2

(13.10)

Qa[ft, «„, X] ^ lim inf Qa[fs, m9,X] - m.
g—no

But [f0, «o] also belongs to K\, so inequality
[fo, u0] minimizes Qa on the class K\.
By (13.8),

[j"o, uQ] also minimizes

is impossible

in (13.10). That is,

Qa-m on Ki, and

[fo, «0, X] = 0.
Since Qa-m is homogeneous
of degree 2 in [f, f, m] we see that Qa-m is nonnegative for all admissible variation sets, and on this class (j"0, «o] minimizes
Qa—m■
Now we need only a slight extension of Bliss' (12) proof of the multiplier rule
to show that there are absolutely continuous multipliers u°, pl(x), • • • , pm(x)

such that for the function

2Q(x, f, it, n) = 2ß ca(x, -i),it) + ff[(jfzc(x, z0, Zo')f + <t>par]
the du Bois-Reymond

relation

is satisfied:

ttXx, f0, fo) = ac + I

nfC(a;,f0. ?o)a"a:,

(12) G. A. Bliss, 7"Aeproblem of Lagrange in the calculus of variations,

Mathematics,'vol. 52 (1930), pp. 673-744.

American

Journal

of
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where ac is a constant (c = 1, ■ • • , n). But if the minimizing
so is [f0, Mo]. So we may suppose Mo=T. It follows that
ttTcTd(x, f0, to)vcVd = Fpcpd(x,

curve is normal,

Z0, Zo)v°Vd,

and this last is positive for all nonzero sets (vl, ••■,»")
satisfying
(10.9).
From this we deduce without trouble that fo must be continuous,
so that
is of class Cl.

Now by (13.2) and (13.8) we have
J»\to, Mo,X] = Qa-m[U, M0, X] — a 4- m = m — a.

But since f0 is of class C1, by hypothesis the left member is positive. Hence
m—a is positive, and the minimum of J2 on the class K~i is positive. It follows
by homogeneity
that J2 is positive for all nonidentically
vanishing admissible
variation sets [ij, u], as was to be proved.
Since the proofs in this section are rather long, the following remark may
not be amiss. Most of the theory of the calculus of variations,
originally developed for functions of class Dl, can be extended without difficulty to absolutely continuous functions. It seems reasonable to suppose that in the majority of specific problems in which the inequality
J2[^, u, X]>0 can be
established for functions £ of class D1, it will be possible to use essentially
the same proof to establish the positiveness of J2 for all variation sets admissi-

ble in the sense of §3.
14. An example. We now exhibit an example of a problem to which Theorem II applies, but which is not covered by any previously published theorem.
A simpler example could be given, but this one will have the virtue of being
non-trivial.
It is convenient to use subscripts instead of superscripts for enumeration of variables, and so on, since we need to use exponents.
Interior to the interval
[0, l] we choose three disjoint closed intervals
öi, ö2, Ö3all of the same length e (necessarily less than 1/3). It is easy to find
functions 71 (x), y2(x) of class C2 on [0, l] such that 71 has the value 1 on öi
and the value 0 on ö2 and ö3, while 72 has the value 1 on ö2 and the value 0 on

Si and Ö3.We define
(14. 1)

f(x, Zj, • • ■ , zB, />i,---,

The problem

2

2

2

pi) = pi + pi + p3 - izipt — 4z2pi.

is to minimize

(14.2)

/[*, a] = f f(x, z, z')dx
J 0

in the class of sets [zi, ■ • • , z6, at, a2, «3] with absolutely
Zi(x) (t = l, • • • , 5) which satisfy the end conditions

(14.3)

continuous

* = z,(xi) =0
x2 = 1,
Zi(*2)

= on,

(i = 1, • • • , 5),

Zi(x2) = Zi(x2) = 0,
z2{x2) = <x2,

functions

z3(x2)

= a3,
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equations

<t>i(x, Z, Z') = Zl + ZiZl — Z2Z2 + 7l('*)33S

(14.4)

= 0,

fa(x, z, z') m zl + ZiZ2' + z2z{ + 72(x)z3'9 = 0.

By use of Theorem

II we shall show that the set

(14.5)

0,

ai = a2 = a3 = 0

(Ogargl)

gives J[z, a] a weak relative minimum on the class of admissible sets [z, a].
As usual, we define F=Xo/+X1(x)<pi4-X2(a;)02. The Euler equations sim-

plify to the form
X/ = X2' = 0,
and therefore are satisfied for all sets of constant multipliers.
Henceforth we
assume Xi and X2 constant. The transversality
condition is identically satis-

fied. The quadratic form (10.8) is

(14.6)

2\0(v\ + vl + vs),

while equations

(10.9) become

=
Hence the strengthened

Equations

Clebsch

= 0.

condition

f4 = 0,
and are therefore

Equations

holds if and only if X0 is positive.

(10.10) take the form

satisfied

f6 = 0,

by any set (fi, • • • , f b) with f4 and f6 constant.

(10.11) become

uo) = o

a = i, ■• •, 5),

fi(i) = «1, r2(i) = «2, f3(i) - «3, ui)

-

= o.

Thus an admissible variation set is a set [f, u] in which f4 and fs vanish
identically and the other three f< vanish at x = 0 and are absolutely continuous and have derivatives
summable with their squares, and in which the un

satisfy (14.7).
The coefficients bhk are all zero, so if we observe that certain
in 2« are perfect differentials and make use of (14.7) we obtain

/-, „,
(14.8)

{* ^

2

2

2

J* U >«] = 2xo I (f l + f2 + fs)^
J0

22

of the terms

22

- 4X0(«i + u2) + Xi(«i - «2)
+ 2X2Mi«2.

If for every nonidentically
null admissible variation set we can choose constants X0>0, Xi and X2 for which this is positive, all the hypotheses of Theo-

rem II will be verified.
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If the derivatives f < vanish almost everywhere, the f < are constants.
In
this case, by (14.7) the f< vanish identically and the w<also vanish, so [f, u]
is identically null. Therefore if [f, m] is not identically
null, the integral in

(14.8) is positive. If Mi=m2 = 0, the choice X0= l, Xi=X2 = 0 serves. Otherwise
we could choose \0 = u\-\-u\, Xi = 4(mj —u22),X2= 8«iw2. Then

•Mf.«] --(*!+ «2)f (fa+ fl + rlv* > 0.
It is easy to show(13) that it is not possible to choose any one set of multipliers with which the second variation is positive for every nonidentically
zero
admissible variation set [f, «].
To show that the problem is not a trivial one, in which the extremal (14.5)
is isolated, and also that the problem does not impose any hidden end conditions, let us choose any three numbers <x\,<x2,«3. Let 'it', z2 be any Lipschitzian
functions vanishing at x = 0 and assuming the respective values cti, <x2at x = 1.
We determine three numbers, ci, a2, <z3by the conditions

ta\ + (1/2) (a2 - al) = 0,

(14.9)

,

tal 4- aia2 = 0,
e(ai + a2 4- a3) — a3 = 0.

(The number e was defined in the second paragraph
the function which has the value dj on the interval
elsewhere, and let

of this section.) Let Z3be
5,- (t = l, 2, 3) and is zero

*s(x) = I z3(x)dx.
Jo
By the last of equations (14.9) we have z3(l) =a3. The functions z4, z6 are determined by (14.4), with the initial values 0. If we integrate from 0 to 1 in

(14.4), by (14.9) we find z4(l) =zB(l) =0. Hence the functions zf(x) satisfy the
conditions (14.3) and (14.4). Furthermore,
it is clear that they can be made
to lie in an arbitrarily
small first order neighborhood
of (14.5) by restricting
I zi| and I z2| to be uniformly small and restricting cti, a2 and «3 to lie near
zero.
15. Extension to rectifiable curves. The proofs of our sufficiency theorems
did not depend in any essential way on the continuity
of the derivatives
jo 00 or z0' (x). Theorem I, for example, can be generalized by letting Co be a
rectifiable curve. This of course requires an investigation
of the concept of
first order neighborhood
in the space of rectifiable curves. Such an investiga(13) E. J. McShane, On the second variation in certain normal problems of the calculus of variations, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 63 (1941), §5.
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tion has already been made(14). Also the formulation
of the strengthened
Clebsch condition must be altered. The condition as stated in §3 is equivalent, when the functions yo(t) are of class C1, to the following.
There is a positive number e such that the inequality

(15. l)

FMyM, ySM, x)»v = e | v |2

holds for all t and all vectors v orthogonal to yd (t).
It is this latter form which seems appropriate
for extension to the case of
rectifiable curves. We say that a rectifiable curve Co: y* =yo(t)< h^t^h,
satisfies the strengthened
Clebsch condition if (15.1) holds for almost all t such
that yl 00 is defined and is different from (0, • • • , 0) and for all v orthogonal
to yi(t).
(") E. J. McShane,

Curve-space topologies associated with variational

R. Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa, (2), vol. 9 (1940), pp. 45-60.
University of Virginia,
Charlottesville,
Va.
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